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     Abstract-- The three-dimensional pore
model, that characterizes solid materials
prepared by aggregating and coalescing
spherical microparticles, is used to evaluate
the role of structural and transport
parameters in a catalytic system of parallel -
consecutive first order reactions. The
selection of the optimum catalyst structure
(porosity), which leads to maximum reaction
rates, is illustrated. The effects of
intermediate product external concentration
and the influence of a non-uniform catalytic
activity distribution inside the pellet are also
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A few years ago, Gottifredi et al. (1994) were
able to predict the diffusional effects on
selectivity and the effectiveness factor for a
relatively complex parallel-consecutive reaction
scheme containing a reversible step and in which
all the reactions are of the first order. Also, an
approximate approach that makes possible the
solution for different pellet geometry and catalyst
activity distributions inside the particle, and gives
values extremely accurate with respect to
numerical solutions, was developed.
      Today, it is an essential requirement in
heterogeneous catalysis to know structural pore
models through which an optimum balance
between diffusion and reaction can be
performed. Reyes et al. (1990) and Reyes and
Iglesia (1991) have developed very interesting
models for the porous network and transport

properties of a catalyst pellet. Particularly, the
three dimensional pore structure model which
results from the aggregates of spherical particles
partially compressed and sintered, is a very
realistic representation of a class of sol-gel
derived porous materials. The sol-gel technique
is well known (Stober et al., 1968; Xu and
Anderson, 1991). Typically, a solution of a metal
salt is converted by controlled pH precipitation
into a colloidal dispersion of spherical particles of
micrometric or sub-micrometric dimensions.
Finally, this dispersion is compacted and sintered
into pellets or extrudates.
      By taking into account this porous structure
model and the parallel-consecutive reaction
scheme previously indicated, an optimal selection
of catalyst structural properties can be
performed, that leads to a maximum rate of
production of the intermediate component B.
In this work it is also shown the effect of pellet
porosity on selectivity and production rates,
when a non-uniform activity distribution is
considered.

II. ANALYSIS
The parallel-consecutive scheme here considered
is
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in which all the reactions are of the first order.


